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Formax® Babies, Kids and Teenager apparel 

fit mannequins are built upon the Theory of Body Shapes© 

(copyright Cad Modelling Ergonomics) that identifies recurrent 

morphological families with correct body shapes and volumes 

of worldwide population. Acting as the proper and constant fit 

verification tools, they reproduce the most frequent baby, kid 

and teenager body shapes in the world, from the slimmer till 

the more robust ones to guarantee the success of the clothing & 

ergonomic devices collections.

patented
Apparel fit mannequins

Children’s heights and body shapes - unisex

Regular body shapes - girls Overweight body shapes - girls

Regular body shapes - boys Overweight body shapes - boys

Almost human!Almost human!
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Formax® plumpy

FORMAX® 
teenager male 164 cm

FORMAX®
teenager female 152 cm, fixed hips

In order to meet the new requirements 

of the clothing industry, CAD Model-

ling Ergonomics developed a special 

full-body mannequin in a “plump” ver-

sion, 134 cm of height. PLUMP FOR-

MAX® approximately corresponds to a 

nine-year-old child.
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Heights of Babies
and Kids (cm) Full height range available, from 

50 up to 170 cm

Formax® Teenagers male and 
female available with head: from 
128/130 cm up to 164 cm.

Formax® Teenagers male and 
female available with or without 
head: 170 cm
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Reproduction of the real anatomy 

of babies, kids and teenagers at any 

time of their growth, fully articu-

lated and  with  detachable  limbs,  

FORMAX®  allows  a quick test of the 

garment’s fit at any time. 

To meet different customer’s needs, 

FORMAX® Babies, Kids and Teenagers 

are available both with fixed and articu-

lated hips
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